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capeable
of caring for you close to home

Bladen Medical Associates
has three convenient locations in Bladen County.
Accepting new patients.
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www.bladenhealthcare.org
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Encourage a love of physical
activity in youngsters

Parents who resolve
to exercise with their
children may find
their youngsters more
receptive to the daily
physical activity they
need to promote
long-term health.

M

any families have their own routines
on weeknights. Kids may tackle their
homework before dinner, and once
everyone’s plate is clean, family members
may spend time together or go their separate
ways, spending time online with friends or
watching their favorite television programs on
the couch.
Parents who feel their weeknights don’t
include enough family time are often on the
hunt for more family-friendly activities the
whole family can enjoy even if everyone
has to go to work or school the next day.
The following are a handful of family-friendly
weeknight activities that can bring families
closer together.
Movie night: Family movie night is a tradition
for many families, and parents who want to
spend more time together as families may
find that movie night is a great way to share
a few laughs or even facilitate discussions
about important topics broached in certain
films. Each week let a different family member
pick that week’s movie and ask him or her to
explain his or her choice and why they think
it’s a film the whole family will enjoy. Let the
kids join you as you get the popcorn ready or
make special treats to enjoy while the movie
is playing.
Family walk: Walking is a great way for
parents to instill a love of physical activity in
their children, and nightly walks also make
great opportunities for families to leave their
devices behind and discuss the goings-on in
their lives. Weather permitting, take a family
walk after dinner each night, which can
help make your family healthier
and strengthen the bonds between family

members.
Writing activities: Another way families can
escape their devices and resist the temptation
of social media on weeknights is to get
together for weekly writing sessions. Ask
each family member to create brief lists on a
range of topics, whether it’s a list of favorite
books or countries each person wants to visit
or a bucket list of things each family member
wants to do at one point in their lives. Allow
about 15 minutes for each person to write his
or her lists, and then discuss each person’s
list, including the inspiration behind each item
that made it onto the lists.
Game night: Classic board games or
games like checkers might not be as popular
today as they were prior to the advent of
the Internet, but that does not mean a night
centered around such games does not still
make for a very family-friendly evening. Stock
up on some classic board games and share
the responsibility of choosing which game
to play each week. Board games can take
up to a few hours to play, and that’s a great
opportunity for families to share some laughs
without being interrupted by their devices.
Crafts night: Arts and crafts night is another
great way for families to spend time together.
Parents can choose age-appropriate projects
that can help kids and adults alike tap into
their creative sides. Solicit ideas when
planning crafts night so everyone feels like
they played their part.
Nights together as a family do not need to
be limited to weekends. Parents willing to
get a little creative can enjoy family-friendly
evenings no matter what day it happens to
be.

A

ccording to the United
States Department of
Health and Human
Services, children and
adolescents should engage in
physical activity for 60 minutes
or more each day. While
fulfilling those requirements
might not have been a problem
for kids who grew up before
the dawn of the Internet,
nowadays kids are spending
less time playing outside and
more time on their computers
or
other devices.
That reality is problematic for
parents who want their kids
to embrace physical activity
thanks to the positive impact
that exercise can have on
kids’ physical and mental wellbeing. Parents hoping to instill
a love of physical activity in
their youngsters may find that
taking a more active role by
exercising with their kids is an
effective way to get them off
the couch and away from their
computer screens.
Turn errands into exercise
opportunities. Many parents
take their children along with
them when running errands.
When such errands don’t
necessarily require the use of
a car, consider riding bicycles
instead. Kids who otherwise

don’t enjoy errands may
now find them more fun, all
the while fulfilling their daily
recommended quotas for
exercise and spending quality
time with their parents.
Include kids in your own
athletic pursuits. Parents
might not be able to take
younger kids along with them
to the gym, but that does
not mean your youngsters
must be excluded from all of
your athletic pursuits. If you
have any upcoming athletic
activities or challenges on
your schedule, such as a new
recreational sports season
or community fun run or 5K,
let kids tag along as you
train or practice. Parents of
adolescents can inquire at
their local gyms if they offer
discounted memberships to
teens. If so, take kids along
with you on trips to the gym so
they learn the value
and benefits of daily strength
and conditioning exercises.
Make more time to play.
Parents may already have
busy schedules, but finding
time to play with their kids is
a great way to get youngsters
to embrace physical activity.
Kids might be reluctant to
shoot hoops in the driveway if
no one is willing to join them,

but they will likely be far more
willing to do so if mom and dad
are willing to play with them.
This is not only a good way for
parents to ensure their kids get
enough exercise, but also a
great and fun way
for moms and dads to make
time for physical activity.
Recognize that physical
activity does not have to
mean organized sports.
Some kids have no interest
in team sports while others
do not have the athletic ability
to compete after a certain
age. Parents who want their
kids to exercise more should
recognize that there are plenty
of ways to be physically active
that do not involve organized
team sports. Hiking; riding
bicycles; swimming at a nearby
pool, lake or ocean; and even
going for nightly walks are all
physical activities that people
of all ages and athletic abilities
can enjoy.
Physical activity is an important
component of a healthy
lifestyle. While getting kids
to put down their tablets and
gaming system remote controls
may not be easy, parents
who resolve to exercise with
their children might find their
youngsters more receptive to
regular physical activity.
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Tips for juggling work and family

B

alancing work and family is a juggling
act faced by many working parents.
Responsibilities to work and family often
overlap, and that can make solving the riddle
of balancing work and family that muchmore
difficult.

Single-income households have decreased
dramatically over the last several decades, as
escalating costs of living have made it difficult
for many families to get by on just one income.
But working parents can employ several
strategies, both at the office and at home,
as they attempt to make the job of juggling
commitments to work and family a little less
difficult.

Around the office

A major concern many parents have as they
attempt to balance work and family is that they
are not spending enough time at home with
their children or not paying enough attention
to their kids or even their spouses when they
are home. One way to find more time at home
is to inquire about the possibility of working
remotely. Advancements in technology that
have made it easier to remotely communicate
with clients and coworkers has led to an influx
of work-from-home employees. While working
from home does not mean workloads will
diminish, it does save men and women the
time they would spend commuting to and from
work, and that translates to more time at home
with the family. If working remotely full-time is
not a possibility, men and women can ask if it’s
possible to do so one or two days a week, as
such a schedule will still provide more time at
home.
Another avenue men and women can explore
as they attempt to achieve a better balance
between work and family concerns how
efficiently they do their jobs. Chatting with
coworkers about issues that do not pertain
to work can be a great way to reduce work-

related stress, but professionals who feel as if
they never have enough time to get their jobs
done in a typical work day should determine
if they are working as efficiently as possible.
Avoid too much water cooler chitchat and resist
the temptation to check personal emails or text
messages while at work. Such distractions can
eat up a considerable amount of time over the
course of a workday, making it harder for men
and women to get their jobs done in a typical
workday and forcing them to stay late or bring
work home.
Men and women working to achieve a greater
balance between work and family also can
examine how willing they are to take on
additional work. While coworkers love a team
player willing to pitch in, routinely accepting
extra work can drastically cut into the time
men and women have to do their own jobs
as well as the time they have to spend with
their families. Helping coworkers out in a
pinch is fine, but men and women should
resist any urges to take on more than they can
reasonably handle.

At home

Men and women also can take steps at home
to create a better balance between work and
family. Working parents who want the time
they have with their children each night to be
more substantive can turn off their devices
upon arriving home from work. Devices such
as smartphones and tablets keep working
professionals attached to their offices, and
many men and women are tempted to check
work emails or answer phone calls and
voicemails even when they have left the
office for the day. Parents should resist that
temptation so their families know their focus is
on them and not back at the office.
Another way to create a greater balance
between work and family life is to make more
efficient use of time at home. For example,

Let Us Furnish Your Home

We offer great prices and
easy financing on quality
furniture to fill every room
of your new home.
Showroom Hours:
Mon - Thursday
9:00 AM - 6:00 PM
Fri 9:00 AM - 7:00 PM
Sat 9:00 AM - 5:00 PM

of Elizabethtown

217 S. PoPlar St – ElizabEthtown, nC (910) 862-2439

rather than spending an hour each night
making dinner, working parents can use a slow
cooker so family meals are ready the moment
everyone arrives home at night. That frees up
time the family can spend together and gives
working parents one less thing to do when they
arrive home.

Working parents looking get more quality time
with their families also can cut back on the time

families spend watching television each night.
Limit television time to an hour or two each
night, using the extra time to connect with one
another.

Many working parents strive to create a greater
balance between work and family. While doing
so is not always easy, men and women can
employ strategies at work and at home to make
the challenge a little less complicated.
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FINDING A GREAT UROLOGIST IS A SIMPLE PROCEDURE.

Ronald P. Glinski, M.D., PhD, Karen Hatch, FNP-C, Parrish Fry, M.D., Ronald W. Glinski, M.D., FACS
Accepting New Patients for Urological Care
Carolina Urology Associates oﬀers a collaborative approach to the
diagnosis and treatment of urological problems for men, women
and children. From robotic surgery to leading edge treatments of
incontinence or kidney stones, we ensure that each patient
receives the most advanced urological care close to home.
Schedule your appointment today at either of our two convenient
locations and see why gaining peace of mind can be a simple
procedure.

Whiteville: 910-642-5832 | Ocean Isle Beach: 910-579-0919

• General Urology

• Stone Disease

• Incontinence

• Women's Urology

• Pediatric Urology

• Robotic Surgery

Learn more at crhealthcare.org/urology
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Household budget building how-to
T
he majority of families must live on
budgets. Heads of households where
money is no object may be able to spend
at will, but many men and women must develop
budgets so their families’ everyday needs are
fulfilled and so there is a safety net should an
unforeseen situation arise and threaten family
stability.
Building a budget can be a significant
undertaking, but there is a method men and
women can employ when developing a family
budget to make that process go as smoothly as
possible.
Gather pertinent documents. The first step
toward building a household budget is to
gather pertinent documents, such as earnings
statements, utility bills, mortgage documents,
and any other documents
that can help you figure out your earnings and
expenses.
Determine what’s coming in and what’s
going out. When building a budget, you must
determine how much income your household
is generating and how much of that income
is already earmarked for necessities like
mortgage payments, car payments, etc. Make
a list that includes an incoming and outgoing
category for expenses, and make a separate
category for outgoing expenses that are not
necessities, such as the amount of money
you spend each month on dining out. Peruse
past bank statements to determine those
discretionary expenses.
Determine which discretionary expenses

Safety guidelines
for new parents

W

elcoming a new child into a family dynamic requires certain
adjustments on the part of family members. New parents
have come to expect shortened sleep schedules as
they handle early-morning feedings and babies who haven’t quite
adjusted to their parents’ sleep/wake schedules.
Parents soon learn another aspect of childcare that fills their days
is safety. Keeping little ones safe, whether at home or on the go,
becomes the utmost priority.
The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention’s “Childhood
Injury Report” indicates more than 12,000 children die each year
in the United States from an unintentional injury. Injuries involving
transportation, drowning and suffocation account for the largest
number of accidental deaths among young children.
One of the first safety steps parents can take is to become informed
about common childhood injuries and statistics. Educating oneself
about the potential for injury is the key to preventing accidents from
occurring.
The next step is to take measures to childproof areas in and
around the home. Various organizations, including Kids Health, the
Consumer Product Safety Commission and the National Safety
Council, recommend caregivers take the following
safety measures.

can be trimmed. Certain expenses, such as
mortgage and car payments, are likely fixed.
Unless you can refinance your mortgage
to earn a lower monthly payment or pay off
your car loan so you no longer have to make
monthly payments, you probably need to
examine your discretionary spending to find
opportunities to save money. It’s best that
men and women working together to build a
household budget come to a consensus on
where to make cutbacks, as you don’t want any
resentment to build because one person was
forced to sacrifice something important while
the other was not. Be respectful of each other’s
concerns and plan on each of you making a
sacrifice so resentment does not develop Agree
to make initial cutbacks a trial run that you will
revisit in the near future to determine how the
sacrifices are affecting your quality of life.
Prioritize paying down debt. One of the
best ways to clear up money long-term is to
eradicate debt, and consumer debt in particular.
It is unrealistic to eradicate certain debts, like
a mortgage, in the short-term. But consumer
debt, which includes credit cards, tends to
come with high interest rates, and carrying
substantial consumer debt can negatively affect
your credit rating. When attempting to pay off
consumer debt, resolve to avoid using credit
cards unless it’s a genuine emergency and you
don’t have the cash to cover the associated
expenses.
Periodically revisit your budget. Men
and women should periodically revisit their

•	Use safety latches and locks
for cabinets and drawers
to keep children away from
potentially harmful poisons
and household items.
•	Employ safety gates to
prevent falls down stairs
and to keep children from
entering rooms that are
not supervised or contain
possible dangers.
•	Keep track of baby’s
milestones, including
when infants learn to pull
themselves up in the crib.
The crib mattress should be
set to the lowest position and
items removed so curious
kids cannot climb out of the
crib.
•	Bathtubs are a common
location for injury. Never
leave a child unattended in
a bath — even for a minute.
Bathrooms can be made

safer by installing a soft cover
on the bath faucet head,using
a secure and non-skid bath
seat for the child and relying
on a thermometer to check
the temperature of the bath
water.
•	Use knob covers to prevent
access to the stove. Always
supervise children in and
around the kitchen, where
there are many hazards and
hot surfaces.
•	Use bolts or anchors to
secure items like televisions,
bookcases or dressers to
the wall to prevent them
from tipping over.
•	Getting a shock is easy
when babies with salivadrenched fingers touch
electrical outlets.Use safety
plugs or special covers to
prevent access.
•	Make sure area rugs are

household budgets to determine if their budgets
are effective and how those budgets are
impacting life at home. Expect to make some
minor tweaks whenever revisiting your budget,
and don’t be averse to making more significant
changes if the budget is proving especially
difficult on certain members of your household.
Building a household budget is no small task.
Men and women willing to work together and
revisit their budgets every so often may find
that such an approach eventually creates a
more financially stable and enjoyable situation
at home.

secured with a nonskid
backing and repair any
tripping hazards so children
do not fall while learning to
walk.
•	Drapery and blinds cords
should be kept out of
youngsters’ reach. Window
coverings that are cord-free
are safer options.
•	Parents can benefit by
learning CPR and other first
aid techniques. You never
know when they might come
in handy.
•	Window guards and safety
netting can prevent falls
from windows, balconies,
landings, and decks.
Check these safety devices
frequently to make sure they
are still secure.
•	Be sure to check that smoke
and carbon monoxide
alarms are functioning as

they should and have fresh
batteries.
•	Create layers of protection
around a swimming pool,
which includes installing
self-latching fences, alarms
and safety covers.
•	Make a first aid kit and store
emergency instructions
inside. Post important phone
numbers close to a land line
phone or program them into
a mobile phone.
•	Use corner guards to protect
young heads from falls
against furniture or fireplace
hearths.
These are just some of the
safety measures parents can
take to safeguard their young
children from injury at home.
Kids’ pediatricians also may
have other information that
can help prevent accidents
and save lives.
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Questions to ask when looking
for an aftershool program
mom and dad are still at work. Choosing an afterschool program is a decision many parents find
difficult, but there are some questions parents can
ask during their searches for programs that should
make those decisions easier.

Can I tour and observe the facility?

M

any of today’s working professionals grew
up in single-income households where
only one of their parents went to work
each day. But that once-common dynamic is now
largely a thing of the past, as economic necessity
has driven both moms and dads to continue their
careers even after they have had children.
That reality has led many working parents to lean
heavily on afterschool programs to serve as safe
havens that provide structure for their kids while

When considering a particular afterschool
program for their children, parents should ask to
tour the facility, paying specific attention to the
areas of the facility where their youngsters will
spend the bulk of their time. Do the classrooms
look clean? Are the materials up-to-date? Is the
playground equipment safe and well-maintained?
Well-maintained facilities with new supplies and
equipment can make the program more enjoyable
and safer for kids.
Parents also should ask to spend some time
observing the facility when it is abuzz with
activity. Such observation can give parents an
idea of what their kids’ afternoons will be like
should they enroll in the program. Stay out of the
way, but watch to see how engaged kids and
staff members are and how conducive to doing
homework the environment is.

What is the program schedule?

Schedule is a significant issue for working parents,
many of whom want a program that is open on
holidays when schools are closed. Flexibility also
is a concern for working parents, some of whom
may need a facility that is open before school
starts. Parents also may want a facility that allows
youngsters to attend just a few days a week,
which might make certain programs that require
parents to commit to full weeks less enticing.
When discussing the facility schedule with staff
members, be sure to get as specific a schedule
as possible, inquiring about any additional costs
associated with extending the typical schedule as
well.

What are the activities
available to the kids?

Many afterschool programs provide more than
just a place for kids to sit and do their homework
until their folks come to pick them up. Ask staff
members at the facility how big a role activities
play in their programs. Many programs try to offer
an array of activities that range from academic
programs to athletic events and more. A wide

range of programs can increase the chances that
youngsters
will find activities that pique their interests
and make the afterschool program
more enjoyable.

How are staff members vetted?

Parents also may want to ask about the program’s
hiring practices. Ask about the background checks
performed on staff members and if the facility
requires any specific certifications for staff who will
be dealing directly with children.
When asking about hiring practices, parents
also may want to inquire about the ratio of staff
members to children. The smaller the ratio, the
more attention youngsters will receive. Facilities
with an especially high
ratio of staff to children may not be able to provide
the type of environment parents
want for their children.
Finding an afterschool program requires parents
to exercise their due diligence. Parents who can
be patient and learn as much about facilities as
possible are more likely to find the right fit for their
children.

How families can cut vacation costs
F
amily vacations are the one time each year when all
members of the family get to leave the daily grind behind
to enjoy a little R&R together. Such excursions often
strengthen family bonds and help to create lasting memories
that parents and kids will cherish for years to come.
Families planning this summer’s annual getaway may already
know that the cost of travel is on the rise. While there are
always deals to be had, budget-conscious parents may still
find themselves looking for ways to cut their travel costs so
more of their money can be spent on having fun instead of
financing trips. The following are a handful of ways parents
can trim their families’ travel costs without sacrificing the
quality of their vacations.
Stay closer to home. It may sound simple, but vacationing
closer to home is perhaps the best way for families to save
a substantial amount of money on their vacations. Airline
tickets can take up a sizable portion of a family vacation
budget, and once the plane touches down families may need
to add the additional expense of rental cars so they can get
around their destination and enjoy all its sights and sounds.
But families who choose to vacation closer to home can
take their own vehicles, paying only for gas instead of airline
tickets, car rentals (including rental insurance) and gas. Find
a location close to home that still offers everyone an escape,
but one that’s not far enough away that car travel will prove
burdensome and exhausting.
Plan to make some of your own meals. Dining out is
another considerable expense for families on vacation.

Depending on the size of their families, parents may find that
their dining budgets will approach or even exceed the cost
of air travel by the end of a single week. But parents can
drastically reduce those costs by planning to make some their
own meals while away on vacation. Bring along a couple of
cereal boxes so breakfast is simple and inexpensive, and try
to book accommodations equipped with kitchens or outdoor
areas where the family can fire up a grill a few times during
the week to save on costly dinner tabs.
Travel light. Families who must travel by air can trim some
of the cost of flying by traveling light. Many airlines now
charge fees for bags that exceed preestablished weight limits
and may charge for additional baggage as well. Leave hefty
jackets and extra footwear behind when traveling during the
warmer months, as everyone can likely get by with just some
lighter summer attire and less formal footwear. If traveling to
a ski resort in
the winter, consider renting bulky skiing attire, including
boots, so baggage limits are not exceeded.
Work with a travel agency that specializes in your locale.
Many families may feel they can now plan their own vacations
and save money, but planning through a travel agency may
still be a family’s best bet. When booking trips via a travel
agency, families can often negotiate with a representative,
who can work to tailor a vacation that fits families’ budgets.
Such negotiation is much more difficult when going it alone
or working through a travel website. In addition, many travel
agencies include tours and other attractions in the price of

their packages, and that can be a great way to earn discounts
to local sights and activities.
Travel is expensive, especially for parents traveling with kids
in tow. But cost-conscious moms and dads can still plan
relaxing and enjoyable vacations without breaking the bank.
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Seven Southeastern Health
Services Under One Roof.
Now That’s Healthcare Made Convenient.

4901 Dawn Drive, Lumberton | Between Exits 20 and 22 on I-95

Suite 1200 | (910) 671-4223

Suite 2300 | (910) 738-1065

Suite 3100 | (910) 735-2831

Suite 3200 | (910) 618-9807

Suite 3300 | (910) 671-9298

Suite 3400 | (910) 671-8556

Suite 1100 | (910) 887-2361
The Surgery Center is
a partnership between
local physicians and
Southeastern Health.

www.southeasternhealth.org

